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ABSTRACT

The electromagnetism and gravity are unified where, while the first originates from the electric charges in a
linear exposition, the second emerges in a quadratic manifestation of it, making the gravity always
attractive. This helps identify the inner structures of all the primary particles—quarks, leptons, and the
{Z,W} bosons as well as the 125 GeV state without the Higgs mechanism—to predict their masses by one
integer parameter formulas in close agreement with the observed values. This in turn enables
determination of the mechanism for building their ground and excited compound states. The consequences
are far-reaching and embracing, for examples, from identifying dark matter and energy that makes the
explanation of masses in the Universe 100 % inclusive, to solving the hackneyed yet equally elusive puzzle
of why the inertial mass is equal to the gravitational mass.
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I. Introduction

General Relativity does not explain the origin of  “mass”, and the observed gravity between
masses is explained as the warping of the space-time by those masses. Einstein's concept of
General Relativity could be superseded by the establishment of a Quantum Gravity that explicates
the origin of mass [1].  The masses of the primary particles vary by over 11 orders of magnitude,
from the electron neutrino to the top quark.  The question of from where do these masses arise,
and why are they so vastly divergent, is one of the greatest mysteries in physics. Aside from the
fact that there were no theories that enabled to determine  the primary particle mass levels geared
to the Standard Model, it is easier to formulate a physics model with mass-less and point-like
particles [2; p348; 3, p213].

The Standard Model requires 29 constants for the particle masses and the strength of the
interactions, being plugged into the theory by hand, based on observation. Since most particles
actually do have their spontaneous masses with their spatial expanse, the Standard Model is a sign
of the human inability to look into the ultimately minute structure of particles.

In fact, not long ago, human incompetence led to the geocentric cosmos. It seemed correct to the
naked eye, and Ptolemy could account for many observed phenomena in the solar system.
However, the model proved wrong and, with the development of the telescope, Galileo led to the
heliocentric cosmos.
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The geocentric model, in terms of Ptolemy theory before the telescope, is comparable to the
Standard Model scuffling to establish the particle mass in terms of Higgs mechanism.  This paper
introduces a particle femtoscope [of the femtometer scale, opposite to the telescope in the
macrocosm] and proves that those particles that Standard Model conjectures to be fundamental
have substructures, which spontaneously generate the masses for all primary particles.

It had been long known that the Higgs field was not the sole mechanism that could break the
symmetry between the behavior of electromagnetism and the weak force [3,  p246]. In fact, the
assertion that the Higgs mechanism explains all masses in the Universe is a pure conjecture (see
$IX), and it was not even indispensable in the scheme of Standard Model [4].

In contrast, the theory in this paper accurately predicts all the observed particle masses in
one-to-one correspondence by single (sequential integer) parameter arithmetic formulas.
Particles—not only the quarks and leptons, but also the {Z,W} bosons as well as the 125 GeV
mass state without requiring the Higgs mechanism—spontaneously acquire their masses with
their systematic substructures at their production.  That in turn enables facile determinations of
their composite particles states—the ground and excited states of nucleons,  mesons, and
hyperons—in close agreement with the observations [see §II,  §V, §VI, and §X]. The Higgs
mechanism has no proprietary claim to the 125 GeV state as well as to the {Z,W} bosons. It is
imperative for the particle physics to move on from the Ptolemy's geocentric version to the
heliocentric version as indicated in Fig.1.

The theory in this paper is primarily founded on the unification of electromagnetism and gravity,
which the great Einstein sought in vain from 1925 to 1955. This paper shows that, while
electromagnetism arises from the linear manifestation of the electric charge “e”—both attractive
and repulsive, super-imposable to shield its local fields—the gravity (and thus the particle
masses) is established from its quadratic revelation in “e2 ”—always additively attractive,
circumventing the self-shielding effect.

Heliocentric Cosmic Model Factual Mass Standard Model
↑                                                   ↑ 
↑                                                   ↑ 

                   (bypass the Ptolemy Essay)             (bypass the Higgs Essay)
                                      ↑                                                   ↑           

Cosmic Telescope Particle Femtoscope
↑                 ↑  

  ↑                                                   ↑                         
                  Geocentric Cosmic Model              Zero-mass Standard Model

Fig. 1.  Reaching up to Correct Theories. (♣♣The particles have substructure in the  femtometer scale, and
the single parameter arithmetic formulas predict all particle masses, including the {Z,W} bosons and 125

GeV mass states in agreement with observations without the Higgs mechanism).

The immensely large ratio between the fine structure constants of the unified electromagnetism
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and gravity now indicates a vastly more diverging capability of the gravity over the
electromagnetism. This requires dual (dispersion) Planck Constants {ћ, ћ*} for the {EM, gravity}
interactions, where  ћ* emerges greatly larger than ћ (see §II and  §IV), not only to validates the
simple formulas to predict the particle masses (see §V, §VI, §VII, and §XI), but also to help
remove the vexing incompatibility between gravitational quantum mechanics and General
Relativity.

By comparing the quantum tunneling probabilities in terms of the (dispersion) Planck Constants
{ћ, ћ*}, the observed disparate propagation properties of the {EM, gravity} through the event
horizon in the black hole provide the clues for the origin of the universal phenomena of the dark
matter and energy [5]. Dark matter and energy really are the baryons and electromagnetic energy
in the other zone of the dual Universe, and thus the origin of mass in the Universe can be
explained 100 percent inclusive.  Along the way, the evolving physics, to cite an example, solves
the perceived matter asymmetry conundrum in the Universe.

II. Origin Of Mass And The Gravitational Dispersion Planck Constant

The basic tenet here is that the mass me ≈ 0.511 MeV for the electron of charge
q = - e (as well as for positron of charge q = +e) can be determined from its electrostatic
potential energy operative in a corpus of classical radius re ≈  2.81 x 10 -13 cm [6], that is,

(1)

This equation carries crucially important implications:

The electron in its naked state bring re to light as the universal radius of all basic particles (see  §
III).

(2) The basic substructure components can be compressed to enhance their masses (see §X).
The compression of electron from radius re to rℓ = re /ℓ may increase its mass from me to

mℓ = e 2 /rℓ = ℓ me  .

The large gravity (dispersion) Planck Constant ћ* [see Eq. (9)] facilitates the lattice
substructure of compacted electric charges to generate the particle masses.

The particle masses can be generated with congregation of the compacted charge bit  mℓ

M  =  nℓ ( e 2 /rℓ ) =  nℓ ℓ me

(2)
where  nℓ =  number of the compressed charge bits.

While the Planck Constant, ћ, plays vital roles in virtually all EM quantum phenomena, the
gravitational quantum mechanics in terms of the same Planck Constant has only led to
inconsistencies and dilemmas. To explicate this problem, consider the EM fine structure constant,

αem =  e 2/ ћc  = 1/137.04  , or
ћ αem =  e 2/c . (3)

The RHS of Eq.(3) is an universal constant that gauges the diverting rate of electron charge
originated field, rendering the Planck Constant ћ—besides establishing the quantum energy by
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ћω—a dual role as the EM (dispersion) Planck Constant, that is,

ћ = (e 2 /c) / αem (4)

For the gravitational fine structure constant, αgr =  g2/ ћc  =  1.75 x 10 -45 ,

where g 2 = G m1 m2 for the case of   m1 = m2 = me..  The electronic origin of mass abrogates
the gravitational constant G along with masses m1 and m2 as makeshift parameters, and
transposes them to “e”, whereupon the invariant conformation demands an associated (dispersion)
Planck Constant for the gravitational interaction “ћ*” by,

ћ* αgr = a universal constant = e 2 /c,  giving                                               (5)

α gr =  g 2 / ћc  = e 2 / ћ*c , whereupon (6)

e 2/g 2 = ћ*/ћ = 4.17 x 1042 (7)

Thus the (dispersion) Planck Constants for the EM and gravity, respectively, are

(8)

ћ* (/sec) ≈ 2.74 x 1018 GeV. (9)

This ћ* is not arbitrary, a priory being prescribed by the normalized Planck's energy [7],

Ep = [ћ c5 /8πG]1/2 = [(mec
2 )2 /8παgr ]1/2 ≈ 2.43 x 1018 GeV             (10)

Because of the phenomenally large ћ*, the possible gravitational wave emission by energy  ћ*ω
in line with the EM energy ћω  would require massive wave emitters (see §IV). Along the way,
the (dispersive) quantum uncertainty principles for the EM interaction,

(∆ p  )( ∆ x)  = ћ  and    (∆ E)(∆t) = ћ                                                           (11)

would be extended into the quantum uncertainty principle for the gravitational interaction,

(∆ p* )( ∆ x*)  = ћ*  and    (∆ E*)(∆t*) = ћ* (12)

3. The Universal Elementary Particle Radius

The Planck Length [7] in terms of the (dispersion) Planck Constant ћ,

Lp = [ћG/c3]1/2 ≈ 1.616 x 10 -33 cm                                                         (13)

would represent the shortest universal length that might prompt discrete structures. In terms of the
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gravitational (dispersion) Planck Constant, ћ*, the Planck length becomes,
L p*= [ћ*G/c3]1/2 ≈ O(10

- 12
cm )                                                                 (14)

which is close to the electron radius, re . On the other hand, the electron of a single charge bit “e”
would reveal its naked particle radius unperturbed. The conformity of  re with Lp* in the
femtometer scale—out of the queue of ambiguities and approximation—manifests the universal
role of radius “re” in the elementary particle structures as has been so demonstrated in this paper.

It shall be seen (see § X and §XI) that the quarks and leptons do not act as hard spheres. Instead,
the particle radius under duress may dwindle significantly from its intrinsic radius  re : the quarks
in the nucleons, for example, shrink by a factor of  O(100). What can be measured is not the hard
(upper) bound of the particle radius; rather it is a lower bound (which can be much smaller by
what is called the “contact interaction scale”, at which the effects of interaction among the
particle constituents become palpable. The quarks at a certain culminating limit might even
appear to be point-like.

Since the neutrinos belong to the lepton family, they—despite their diminutive masses would also
carry an innate volume capacity of radius re , and respond to energy perturbations in a way as a
hotel room that accommodates a guest. Because of the extraordinary large ћ*, on the other hand,
the sizable uncertainty ∆ E*  in Eq. (12) at certain time ∆t* could be teleported [8] from one to
the other like the transient wayfarer who comes to occupy the hotel room and goes away on a
whim. This neutrino mass oscillation phenomena [9] might provide a support for not only the
large , ћ*, but also the legitimacy of the universal elementary particle radius re .

4.  Quantum Tunneling of the EM Radiation and Gravity

With the (dispersion) Planck constant ћ in Eq. (11), an initial spatial EM uncertainty ∆xo blows
up in time t  to

∆ x ≈ ћ t / (mph ∆ x0)                                                                                          (15)

The corresponding gravitational uncertainty from Eq. (12) is

∆ x* ≈ ћ*t / (mgr ∆ x0*)                                                                                     (16)

Here mph and  mgr represent the benchmark masses for the photon and graviton [10].

In an inclusive multiple-order of magnitudes for narrative simplicity, the source for the EM
interactions ranges around rћ,ext ≈ Omulti (10- 13cm), and so has proven to be for the gravitational
mass ranges around  rћ*,ext ≈ Omulti(10-13cm) [see § III].  From Eqs. (15, 16), the initial
uncertainties

∆ x0 ≈ O (r ћ ,ext ) ≈ ∆ x*0 ≈ O (r ћ* ,ext ) (17)

diverge in a benchmark approximation to

∆ x*/∆ x ≈ O( ћ*mph / ћ mgr) ≈ O( 10 48 ) (18)
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The import of Eq. (18) can be reinforced scrupulously in terms of the tunneling probabilities
Tp{ћ, ћ*} of the photons and gravitons that can be, respectively, determined in the main by the
exponential factors of

Tp{ћ} ∝ exp{-2[2mV]1/2a/ ћ},  and  Tp{ћ*} ∝ exp{-2[2mV]1/2 a/ ћ*},        (19)

where, with the benchmark masses of m, a and V represent the effective width and the quantum
partition potential from the source to the dispersing environ [11]. With the diminutive ћ, Tp{ћ}
→ 0, while  Tp{ћ*} → 1  because of the extremely large ћ*. The mass originates from the quarks
(or nucleons) and leptons [see Eq. (2)], and the gravity in terms of the large Dispersion Planck
Constant ћ* diffuses away into the vast Universe unaffected as if the rest of the Universe is
empty. The gravity thus arises from everywhere that is seen as well as unseen, and affects all that
is seen and unseen, accounting for every mass fragment of the Universe.

The dual Dispersion Planck Constants {ћ, ћ*} thus provide pivotal roles in explaining many
hardcore conundrums, among them being:

1) The EM(ћ) radiation is trapped inside the black hole event horizon with vanishing tunneling
probability, while the gravity(ћ*) freely escapes the grip of the black hole with the optimum
tunneling probability to impact its surrounding, and produces the swirls of materials being sucked
down, even forming a binary system with another star.

2) It had been submitted that the Hermitean-antiHermitean symmetry physics [5,11,12] is the
basic physical tenet of the Universe, leading to the dual (observable) H - (non-observable) aH
Universes separated by a great quantum partition of potential V.  The dark matter and energy here
are baryons and EM radiations in the aH Universe. The EM(ћ) radiation is trapped by the
quantum partition inside the aH Universe to act as the dark energy of equation of state ϖ ≈ -1 to
cause the accelerating expansion of the Universe, while the gravity(ћ*) freely tunnels through the
quantum partition from aH Universe to H Universe to act as the dark matter [5, 11].

3) The EM(ћ) radiation from the Sun leaks out from the thin surface layer. The gravity( ћ*)
from every mass of the quarks and leptons in the entire Sun spreads out un-interfered into the
great sweep of space and reveals the entire Sun's mass, smoothing out the space-time toward the
macro-cosmic scale (see §V and §VI), whereupon the classicism ensues [13] into General
Relativity. Every force field that has energy-momentum affects the geometry of space-time.  The
gravitational field spreads liberally to a vast space (in the Mikado-like ray configuration [14] ),
simulating  the warping of space-time to represent the mass in General Relativity.

4) The phenomenally divergent nature of gravity(ћ*) enables the mass formula  Eq. (2)  to
remain intact, while it would collapse in the local whirl of EM  interference in terms of  ћ.

5) The gravity arising from the individual quark (or nucleon) and lepton freely and
autonomously diverges away into the Universe as if there are no neighboring particles. A pack of
matter in its fall thus is accelerated  in terms of the gravity from these individual constituent
quarks (or nucleons) and leptons independently regardless of its aggregate nature, size, and
density.  This explicates the simple yet unexplained Galileo's puzzle why all free falling bodies,
heavy or light, drop down at the same acceleration.

6) Neither the Newtonian theory, nor General Relativity can provide a theoretical
explanation why

Gravitational mass = Inertial mass.                                                (20)
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A pack of matter is bound together by the strong and electromagnetic forces among them, which
are internally balanced off as a body. As the body is dynamically pushed—irrespective of the
structural guise of the matter—it reacts in terms of the gravity of the constituent quarks (or
nucleons) and leptons interacting with the ambient Earth gravity.  Thus, what really matters is the
total numbers of quarks (or nucleons) and leptons involved, and the force on the body pulled by
the Earth's gravity would be the same as the inertial force arising in reaction to pushing it,
whereupon proving Eq. (20).

7) General Relativity, the theoretical source of the gravitational waves, can be put into a
form remarkably parallel to Maxwell electrodynamics [15] that generate EM waves. Does it
designate the gravitational wave energy by  “ћ*ω “ as for the photon energy by “ћω “?

The gravitational waves could have frequencies in 10 -16 Hz < ω < 10 4 Hz [16], and the
gravitational waves with substantial ω  would take great size emitters even as big as the infant
Universe itself. For the binary pulsars and black holes of about equal mass m with orbital radius
of r, the effective radiative power would be about,

P   = k (G 4 /c 5 )(m/r)5 (21)

where (m/r) is very large and  k is a constant of order unity [17].

The Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar PSR B1913+16 that emits  P  = 7.35 x 1024 Watts  [18] could
have radiated  the gravitational waves by “ћ*ω“ with low ω rather than by “ћω.“  The problem is
the exorbitant diffusion of the gravity according to Eqs.(18) and (19) as compared with that of the
EM waves. The gravitational waves would rapidly diverge and practically fade  away short time
into the vast Universe, and quickly lose their photon-like wave contour. This may explain why
while the observation of PSR B1913+16 confirms the gravitational wave emission [18] it is so
difficult to  detect the gravitational waves on Earth, long distance away from the sources [19].

5.   Elementary Particle of Integer (or zero) Charges

To fit inside the particle of radius re, the individual lattice charge bit is uniformly compacted to rℓ
= re /ℓ , where ℓ is a consecutive whole number (see §II). The mass of the individual lattice
charge bit can be determined according to Eq.(1),

mℓ,w = e 2/ rℓ = ℓ (e 2 / re )  = ℓ me (22)

The total number of the lattice charge bits in the particle can be approximated by two geometrical
configurations: the sphere bit and cube bit approximations.  For the sphere bit approximation, the
total number of the lattice charge bits inside the particle would be,

nsp = (4π re
3 /3 )/(4 π rℓ

3 /3 ) = ℓ 3 (23)

that gives the total mass of the particle in the first order sphere bits approximation,

msp,w = nsp m ℓ ,w = ℓ4 me (24)
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The total number of the lattice charge bits inside the particle in the cube bits approximation, on
the other hand, is

ncu = (4π re
3 /3 )/(2 rℓ )3 = (π/6) ℓ 3 (25)

giving its mass
mcu,w = ncu m ℓ ,w = ( π/6) ℓ4 me = (π/6) msp,w (26)

With an introduction of the relative spherecity, Өs , where
1 (for full sphere approximation) > Өs > π/6 (for full cube approximation) , (27)

the particle masses in Eqs. (22) and (23) result in
mw = Өsℓ4me (28)

while the total numbers of the charge lattice bits involved in Eqs. (23, 25) become,
nw = Өs ℓ 3 (29)

A certain volume overlapping that resists the compression is implicit in the sphere approximation,
whereas there could be certain room for further compression in the cube approximation. The
relative cubecity that gauges the supplementary compression of the cube charge bits is thus
introduced by

Өc =   1/ Өs (30)

where,   1 (for full sphere approximation) < Өc <  6/π (for full cube approximation).

The mass levels determined in the sphericity and cubicity are the first order approximations,
where the {Өs , Өc} can be systematically estimated from the docile variance of the mass levels.
In Table 1, the integer (and zero) charge particle masses resulting from Eq. (28) are compared
with the observed data  [20].

Particle q(e) ℓ ℓ 4 Өs , Өc Mass (MeV)
Predicted
Observed

Nw =
Өs ℓ3

Z 0 21
=7x3

19448
1

0.92, 1.09 91,400
91,200

8520

W 1 21
=7x3

19448
1

0.81, 1.23 80,496
80,400

7501

τ -1 8
=2x4

4096 0.84, 1.19 1,758
1,777

431
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µ -1 4
= 1x4

256 0.82 ,1.22 107
106.6

53

e -1 1 1 1.0, 1.0 0.511
0.511

1

Table 1. Lepton mass predictions as compared with the observed data [20]. The q(e) = particle
electric charge, and {Өs , Өc }, respectively, represent the relative sphericity and cubicity for the
lattice charge bit packing.

For the electron, Өs = Өc = 1.0, as expected. The parameter values { Өs , Өc } for the { µ, τ }
leptons deviate from 1, but in a predictable way. As ℓ increases, the compaction of the charge bits
in the leptons becomes more sphere-like with increasing Өs , in turn becoming less cube-like with
decreasing Өc. This orderly disposition persists into the {Z, W} bosons  with their average value
of {Өs, Өc} = {0.865, 1.16}.

The puzzle of seemingly arbitrary mass levels of {µ, τ} leptons is resolved; the predicted mass
levels in Table 1 in agreement with the observations [20] are not random, neatly designed in the
progression of ℓ = 4L, where {L}=  {ℓ/4} = {1, 2} states straightforwardly produce the observed
large mass shift from mμ = 107 MeV to mτ = 1,777 Mev. This simple example alone is remarkable
enough to attest to the correctness of  the mass formation structure developed in this paper. The
{Z,W} bosons in Table 1 are instead produced in the ℓ = 3L (with L = 7) series, acquiring a
certain quark-like affinity (see §VIII);  the same mass {Z,W} bosons reappear in the Table 2,
where the quarks are installed by the ℓ = 3L series.

6.  Particles of Fractional Charges, {Z,W} bosons, and 125 GeV State

The observed mass for the up quark with charge  “2e/3”  is lower than that of the down quark
with charge “- e/3.” This indicates that the “qf = ±e/3” is the basic  mass generating lattice charge
bit for the quarks.   Again based on Eq. (2) and qf = ±e/3 ,

The total number of the lattice charge bits inside the particles is determined by the same Eq. (23)
for the sphere approximation and Eq. (25) for the cube approximation.

The masses can again be determined by the single parameter “ ℓ “ formula,

for  the sphere approximation, and

for the cube approximation. In terms of the relative sphericity parameter Өs of Eq.(27), the
prevalent particle mass and the total lattice charge bits number can be determined by,
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Nf = Өs

The parameter Өs (and thus Өc ) here again varies in a predictable manner, systematically
changing as function of ℓ = 3L (see §VII). The quarks have astonishingly wide ranges of
seemingly arbitrary masses. However, despite the Mf and Nf are dependent only on a single
parameter ℓ = 3L, the predicted particle masses for the quarks and associated particles along the
pertinent parameters as given in Table 2 are  simple and orderly in good agreement with the
observed data [20], validating the theory in this paper.

The masses of the {Z,W} bosons emerge in Table 2 in an ℓ = 3L substructure.  Along the way,
the 125 GeV mass state spontaneously springs up in the Table 2 with ℓ = 3L substructures without
the need of Higgs mechanism. But its parameter ℓ  = 3L with L = 13  for the state is  contrived,
explaining why the detection of the state was so arduous.  Pending a further exposition in higher
order approximation, the Өc decreases as ℓ = 3 L increases from the b-quark upward, indicating
that, as the density of charge bits become increasingly strapping, the particles as expected movng
toward  the fuller spherical charge bit formation.

Particle qf (e) ℓ ℓ4 Өs , Өc Mass (MeV)
Predicted  /  Observed

N f

t +2/3 42 =14 x 3 3, 111, 696 0.98 ,1.02
173,142.

169,100~173,300
72, 606

125GeV 0 39 =13 x 3 2, 313, 441 0.952, 1.05
125,050

125,000~126,000
56, 472

Z 0 36 =12 x 3 1, 679, 616 0.955 ,1.05
91,073

91,000~91,200
44, 556

W ±1 36 =12 x 3 1,679, 616 0.845 ,1.18
80,583

80,400 ~
39, 424

b -1/3 18 =6 x 3 104, 976 0.713, 1.40
4,250

4,139 ~4,370
4, 155

c +2/3 12 =4 x 3 20, 736 1.00 ,1.00
1,177

1,160~ 1,340
1728

s -1/3 6  =2 x 3 1, 296 1.00, 1.00
73.6

70 ~ 130
217

d -1/3 3  =1 x 3 81 1.00, 1.00
4.6

3.5 ~6.00
27

u +2/3 3  =1 x 3 81 0.52, 1.91
2.4

1.5~3.3
14

Table. 2. Particle mass predictions as compared with the observed data [20].  The f (e) =fractional quark
electric  charge, and the {Өs , Өc } represent, respectively,  the relative sphericity and cubicity of the lattice

charge bit packing.
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7. Recapitulation of Table 2

The  L = ℓ /3 = 1 states in Table 2 are made of the lowest number of charge lattice bits,
respectively of (even) 14 charge bits in the near maximum cube configuration ( Өc ≈ Өc,max ≈ 1.91
and Өs ≈ Өs,min ≈ 0.52) for the u-quark mass of approximately 2.4 MeV, and (odd) 27 charge bits
in the near maximum sphere configuration ( Өs ≈ Өs,max ≈ 1.00 and Өc ≈ Өc,min ≈ 1.00) for the d-
quark mass of approximately 4.6 MeV.

The compression  ratio between u and d quarks in the Table (2) provides the golden rule:
Өc,u / Өc,d ≈  1.91                                                                                       (36)

This rule prevails in all the {u, d} quark compression in the composite particle states: {p,n}
nucleons, {π,K} mesons, and the hyperons, again attesting to the correctness of the mass
formulation mechanism in this paper. Moreover, the rule gives provisional clues on how the
lattice charge bits for the u and d quarks are  summed to their respective (extrinsic) particle
characteristic [see  §IV], including the charges of  “+2e/3” and “- e/3”  [see Fig. 2].  With the
most mass portions being created by the bits-antibits of the substructure, only a negligible
fraction of the substructures account for the extrinsic particle properties.

The parameter Өs (and thus Өc ) of the b-quark  (L =6) state traces back to those of the {u,d}
quark states (L = 1) to get its value by Өs,b =  [ Өs,u + Өs,d ]/2 → 0.713. With it, Өs for the
third-generation quarks and those between—t, 125 GeV state, {Z, W}, and b with Өs (Z,W) = {Өs

(Z) + Өs(W)}/2 —varies as a linear function of  L = ℓ/3, and the parameters {Өs , Өc } can be
predicted  according to the serial particle structures. The viable L values for the particles in the
higher mass states would be more prominently influenced by the {Өs , Өc} values  in the higher
order approximation.

This linear variation unequivocally predicts Өs (and thus Өc )  for the 125 GeV mass states of L =
13: Өs = 0.952.  The 125 GeV state thus is an allotted intermediate L = 13 posture along  the {b,
(Z,W), t} quarks of {L} = {6,12,14} states, and has nothing to do with the Higgs mechanism.
Unlike the quarks of spin ½, however, the spin of the dual {Z,W} bosons is 1, digressing the
knotty 125 GeV state into spin 0.
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Fig. 2. Archetype core structures (in 2D) for the up quark (of mu ≈ 2.4  MeV) and  the down quark (of  md

≈ 4.6 MeV) that may generate their respective charges (+e/3) + (+e/3) =   +(2/3)e and - (1/3)e, the rest of
the (even) lattice charge bit-antibit pairs summing up to zero charge.

8. Distractions or Insights?

One of the great puzzles in physics is why the observable Universe to humans seems to be matter
asymmetric [21]. This paper provides the answer to this question in two guises, cosmospective
and femtospective. Actually, the femtospective puzzle has been unpretentiously answered in §II,
§V, and §VI with the mass generating mechanism, where the quarks and leptons are constituted
mostly by the large number of tightly compacted aggregations of half electrons (of matter) and
half positrons (of antimatter), designating the cosmospective extrinsic particle nature by a small
fraction of the remaining framework.  Since the quarks and the leptons are the main constituents
of the Universe, closely half of the matter in the (observable) Universe is hidden inside the quarks
and leptons as anti-matter along with the other half of the matter counterpart in the femtoscopic
scale.

On the other hand, it has been shown (see Fig. 2) that the extrinsic nature of quarks and leptons is
manifested through the small legacy fractions of their substructures to divulge themselves as
(observable) matter, and this extrinsic nature as matter has exhibited so-called matter asymmetry
in the (observable) Universe. This matter asymmetry that arose in the primordial Universe has
also been explained [5, 11 ].

The constituent substructure elements involved for the particle formation are the tightly
compacted (not the plain) electron charges in the sway of the extraordinarily large (dispersion)
Planck Constants ћ*; the prospective demurs might actually provide helpful insights into the
ultimate physics:
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( 1)  As the physical configuration changes, the corresponding physical law could change
accordingly. For example, the idea of “color” explains how a proton could have two up quarks
and a down quark, when the Pauli Exclusion Principle specifically excluded two identical objects
in the same state [2, p335]. Unlike the bare electrons, the tightly compacted electrons in the
particle substructures could evade the Pauli Exclusion Principle. Moreover, a theoretical model
explains how the Pauli Exclusion Principle can be bypassed near the Planck scale energy [22].
The large gravitational (dispersion) Planck Constant, ћ*, in fact is equal to the Planck Energy [see
Eqs.(9) and (10)].

(2 )  The physics of the systematically compacted electron charges may evade the annihilation
havoc of the unbidden electron-positron.

(3) The perfectly uniform and isotropic Mikado-ray-like emanation of the extremely weak
gravity field according to Eq.(18) could keep the compacted charge bit substructures themselves
riveted  to elude the insular chaos of the uncertainty principle.

Pending the further analysis, these stipulations (mere inferences at this time) must have been
one way or another reconciled in the approximations adopted in this paper; the ability of
accurately predicting the masses of all primary particles—quarks, leptons, and bosons—and their
compound ground and excited states in close agreement with observations (see §X, §XI, §XII,
and §XIII) is assuring.

It is interesting to see here that, while the leptons in Table 1 are regulated by the factor “4” in the
parameter series of  “ℓ =4L ,“ the quarks in Table 2 are modulated by the factor “3” in the
parameter series of  “ℓ = 3L.” There is a noteworthy exception: the advent of the same mass
{Z,W} bosons in the parameter series of  “ℓ = 3L” both in Table 1 and Table 2, might form a
certain partnership between them. Could the {Z,W} bosons transpose and oscillate—in a way like
the neutrino mass oscillations—between the quark-like and the lepton-like substructures,
perchance linking the strong and weak interactions [see Fig. 3]?

Fig. 3  A possible contingent of the {Z,W} bosons oscillating between quark-like and lepton-like
substructures in the beta decay.
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9.  The 125 GeV State Problem

Throughout history, humans have asked what's the ultimately fundamental—not made of further
simpler and smaller constituents—building blocks of matter. From the molecules to atoms,
nucleus and electrons, protons and neutrons, and finally quarks and leptons; each new stage
representation was capable of explaining unexplainables in the earlier stage descriptions.

Gell-Mann determined that there was no theoretical and experimental evidence that quarks and
leptons had further inner structure. Otherwise, the new constituents would themselves have to be
rather numerous in order to explain the great variety of properties of the known particles [23].
Actually, there were certain observational indications for the composite quarks in analogy with
the Lord Rutherford's back scattering experiments of alpha particles [24].  Now, this paper has
demonstrated  that, being dictated by the available energy and physical consistency, the quarks
and leptons (as well as the {Z,W} bosons and the 125 GeV state) are produced with their
spontaneous substructures of the compacted electron charges.

However, based on the mass-less and point-like fundamental particles in the Standard Model,
Higgs et. al. proposed—in the words of God Particle [2]—“an idea which wasn't really science,
rather a philosophy to instate the masses to the particles.”  According to the proposition, all the
rest masses are generated with the interaction of ether-like Higgs field. First of all, this is—in
words of  “Particles at the end of the Universe [25]”—a misleading, sloppy statement.  Even if it
does what it claims (actually, it does not), it is responsible only for less than 1 %  mass of the
Universe, leaving the rest yet to be accounted for (see §X).

Furthermore, there are things puzzling about this 125 GeV mass level itself as Higgs boson: the
“hierarchy problem.” Since Higgs boson mass is assumed to set the scale for masses of all other
known fundamental particles, it should be close to the Planck mass of Eq. (9), which is about ten
thousand trillion times larger than the 125 GeV mass level [26].  Moreover, throughout the
history, the ether-like constituents pervading the Universe have never proved to be factual.

If the fundamental particles in fact get their masses by interacting with the Higgs field, the Higgs
boson is likely to marshal its power and decay into heavy particles [27, 28]. The observed decay
modes of the 125 GeV mass state is not consistent with that specification, decaying dominantly
into the non-interacting photons. The observed 125 GeV particle state refuses to act like the mass-
giving dynamo to all particle states. Instead it behaves like a vanilla state that squarely fits the
routinely established 125 GeV mass state in this paper that could decay into 2 gamma. Most of
all, the Higgs mechanism has nothing to do with the dark matter and energy.

The validity of a physical theory is determined by its capability of making predictions that are
verified by the experimental observations. (The proposed theory in this paper fully meets that
requirement). No theory should be waived from this validity test. However, in spite of the 50
years of preoccupation, the Higgs mechanism has not set which rules control the Higgs-generated
mass increments [2].

Although the discovery of this particular 125 GeV state has boosted the Higgs hypothesis, it has
long been known that the Higgs boson could be easily mimicked by other kinds of elements [29,
30], and it is now obvious that the theory has no  proprietorship of the state. On the contrary,
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while the Higgs physics determines its mass level experimentally without a concrete prediction,
this paper can explain the 100 percent constituent masses of the Universe by a simple one-
ingredient and one-parameter systematic, along the way incontestably establishing the 125 GeV
state with its spontaneous innate substructure without the post hoc Higgs mechanism.

The Standard Model performs important roles in the particle physics. With the substantiation  that
all the primary particles—including the 125 GeV state and the {Z,W} bosons—spontaneously
acquire their masses at the instance they are created according to their substructure systematic,
the Higgs mechanism—a Ptolemy version in the geocentric cosmic model  (see Fig. 1)—becomes
redundant and unnecessary.

10. The Bound Quarks in the Nucleons

The nucleons are constituted by three quarks; {u,u,d} for the proton, and {u,d,d} for the neutron.
But the observed (free) constituent quark masses add up only to  O(10 MeV).  How the three
quarks measure up to 938.2 MeV for the proton and 939.5 MeV for the neutron is still an
unsolved mystery.

The quarks are bound inside the nucleons by the strong gluon force interaction. The high energy
collisions of heavy nuclei may break the confinement, and produce the quark-gluon plasma,
which has been observed to consistently flow like a liquid with almost no viscosity [31]

The mass of the nuclei is about 8 % smaller than the masses of the constituent protons and
neutrons combined; the quark binding force would—in contrast to the actual finding—make the
nucleon masses lower than the sum of the constituent quark masses. Also, interacting in
asymptotic freedom, quarks would not intermmesh with each other toward the core of nucleons,
the quarks retaining their individuality, and the nucleon is liable to stretch out to a larger volume
than the individual sizes of the quarks. The nucleon instead shrinks to the proton size of  [32]

rp = 8.418 x 10 -14 cm .                                                                                           (37)

The quark binding mechanism in the nucleon is not conventional.

The physics of the radiation pressure is universal, and the confining mass-less gluon field (like
the EM field) would generate the strong and stable radiation pressure. The pressure could
compact the quarks to smaller sizes in confinement inside the nucleon.

The significance of further compaction of the quarks inside the compound states has in fact been
ingrained in the mass formula Eqs. (31,32,33), which can be recast into,

M(s,c),free = n(s,c) (e/3)2 ℓ/re (38)

As the {q} = {u,d} quarks are compressed inside the {p,n} nucleons by a factor of  Cq from re to
re /Cq , the quark mass itself would increase to

M(s,c),in = n(s,c) (e/3)2 ℓ /(re /Cq) =  Cq M(s,c),free (39)

Determination of relative compressibility {Cu , Cd } for the {u,d} quarks bound in the nucleons
requires to simultaneously solve 2  linear equations in the first order approximation:
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They provide the (approximate) solutions that has a universal ramification (see § VII),

Cu = 132.4   and Cd = 69.4      at                                                                 (42)
Cu /Cd ≈ 1.91                                                                                            (43)

closely propping up the golden rule Eq. (36) derived from the quark formation. This is highly
affirmative; the {u,d} quark compressions inside the nucleons are carried out maintaining the
same relative compressibility ratio observed of them outside the nucleons.

The Eq. (42) gives,

Cu mu ≈ 316.8 MeV   and Cd md ≈ 317.5 Mev                                                 (44)

The d-quark in the nucleons contributes slightly more mass than that of the u-quark, accounting
for not only the particle masses, but also the stability of the proton as well as  the comparatively
long (weak interaction) lifetime of the free neutron.

The conventional quark theory in stark contrast attributes the 99 percent mass of the nucleons to
the interactions of gluons and quark-antiquark pairs in zillions that zip around near the speed of
light, banging into each other, and appearing and disappearing within the nucleon [33]. This put
the stability of the proton in danger, turning  the human body into a nightmarish battleground of
the multi-zillion whirling relativistic particle-antiparticle scintillas.

11. The Mesons and Hyperons

The quarks (q) contain number of charge bits proportional to ℓq
3 and thus Lq

3 , where Lq = ℓq /3
(see §II and §X). Thus a large Lq means a tighter packing of the quarks, and thus more resistance
to further compression inside the compound state, making Cq(Lq)  gradually smaller upward along
q = { (u,d), s, c,b,...} in inverse proportion to the surface hardness in (θc,q /Lq )2 , as so in fact been
observed in the following examples:

(A) For the  π (uda, ; d ua ;...) meson, where da and ua represent the anti-quarks, Cu #(1) + 4.6
Cd#(1) ≈ 139.57 MeV

Along the golden rule, it gives a new set for the mesons,

with their average value  22.2, indicating  less compacted {u,d} quarks in
the π meson than in the nucleons.

(B)  For the Ω(s,s,s) hyperon:

( C) For the φ (s, sa) meson:

(D)  For the K(usa ;sua dsa ;...) meson:
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Cu#(1) + 73.6 Cs (2) ≈ 494.67 MeV,  or
Cd#(1) + 73.6 Cs (2) ≈ 497.65 MeV, which gives,

Cs (2) ≈ 5.81 . (48)

Despite the distinct structural differences, Cs(2) of the Ω (s,s,s) hyperon and that of the  K(usa

;sua ;sda,…) mesons are nearly equal, indicating Cs (2) for the s-quark depends more on the quark
hardness.

(E)  For the J/ψ (c, ca) meson:
2 Cc (4) mc ≈ 3,096 MeV gives Cc(4) ≈ 1.32                                              (49)

(F)   For the B(+,-, o) (bua , dba ) meson:
Cu #(1) mu +  Cb(6) mb ≈ 5,279 MeV  gives Cb(6) ≈ 1.22 (50)

(G)  For the Upsilon Y(b,ba) meson:

2 Cb(6)mb ≈ 9, 460.4 MeV   gives  Cb(6) ≈ 1.11,                                        (51)
close to Eq.(50)

Fig. 4.  The compressibility parameters Cq for q = {u, d, s}, exhibiting obvious monotony for all nucleons,
mesons, and  hyperons, with the golden rule Cu/Cd ≈ 1.91
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The quark compressibility {Cu, Cd, Cs } in the composite hyperons {Λ(uds), Σ(uus,uds,dds),
Ξ(sus, sds)} is also determined and the results are shown in Fig. 4. The monotonous variations
exhibited despite the varieties and complexities of the compound states are a surprise. The quark
interaction schemes in the compound particle formation are in the main comprehensible without
the need of grandiose mathematics or supercomputers.

The ground golden rule Eq. (36) seems to be flexible, stretching out to
Cd → Cd * ≈  1.91 Cd ≈ 132.5  ≈ Cu  . (52)

This can simply establish the ∆ state with its mass,

12. The Excited Nucleon States

The mass difference between the lowest excited nucleon states around N*(1,500 MeV)  and the
(ground) nucleon states N(939 MeV) is approximately 560 MeV, which is considerably larger
than the pion mass O(140 MeV), but close to the u-ua and d-da quark pair mass of O(2 x 300
MeV) in the nucleon as determined in Eq.(44), indicating that the individual compacted quark
pairs are the participants in the generation of the excited nucleon states, N*.

The addition of the bound quark-antiquark pairs in the establishment of the exited states would
follow the golden rule established in this paper,  the  low-lying excited nucleon states, N*, being
generated in the main with the  addition of varying n (=1, 2, ….) u-ua (or d-da ) quark pairs. Their
quark compression parameter Cu* is shown in Fig. 5 as function of the excited nucleon mass Mn*
[20].   As expected, the low-lying excited nucleon states N* in Fig.5 arise at the compaction
parameter around Cu* ≈ Cu = 132.4 mostly in bunches for the  n = 1 and n =2 quark pair
participation.

Pending a further analysis, the three native quarks in the nucleons {p,n} could cluster toward the
core, where the asymptotic freedom among them (a strong + EM symmetry operative?) inevitably
sums up to their minimum possible value spin of  “½” without subjugating to the spin-spin
couplings among them. The supplementarily acquired u-ua or d-da pair in contrast would stay in
the fringe range, where the interaction is strong enough to make the effect of spin-spin and spin-
orbit couplings sufficiently conspicuous.
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Fig. 5.  The low-lying excited nucleon states, N*, with n u-ua pairs participation.

The N* states with n = 1 quark pair exhibited in the Fig. 5 are shown in Table 3, where  the mass
designations in fact exhibit the spin-spin and spin-orbit couplings in the (provisional) shell
model-like structure for the trapped quark pair.  However, the core nucleon spin   Sn = ½,
according to the rationale submitted above, stays disengaged, the particles in the spin Su-ua = 0
states being downgraded  to lower masses, while the mass levels of the spin Su-ua = 1 states are
elevated. Here {S, L,J}  represent respectively {spin, orbital angular momentum, total angular
momentum}.

The base nucleon state N(939) S(1/2)+ is assumed for the excitation to N*(1,535) state, while the
rest of the excited states originate from the base nucleon state N(939) P(1/2)+.  Moreover, while
the d-da pair is involved in the formation of the N*(1,535) state, a u-ua pair might have
participated in the formation of the N*(14,40) and N*(1520) states.

The tractable structures in effect in the lower energy domain are again conspicuous. As the
interaction energy is increased, however, the compaction parameters {Cu, Cd , Cs ,...} of the
participating quarks become more perceptive to the aberrant interaction configuration and affect
the mass level determination. For example, a certain (deviant) predisposition  becomes
noticeable: the angular momenta alignments in the higher mass levels—in contrast to the free-
and-easy spins of the native core quarks—are more likely realized in parallel and anti-parallel
alignments, then more parallel line-ups in the even higher mass states. This  averts the
overpopulation problem in the conventional excited states. The identification of the excited
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nucleon states, N*( ≥1,700 MeV) becomes increasingly more complex, yet the analysis of the

excited ∆∗(Ι = 3/2) states parallel to the excited nucleon N*(I = ½) states reveals a similar
(provisional) correlative spin-orbit coupling in the shell-model-like pattern.

Ln Sn Su-ua Lu-ua Ju-ua Lt (Jt)
p L2I,2J Mn*(MeV)

0 (1/2) 0 0 0 0 (1/2)
- S11 1535

1 1 1 1 (1/2)
+ P11 1440

2 (3/2)
- D13 1520

1 0 1 1 (1/2)
+ P11 1710

(3/2)
+ P13 1720

1 0 0 (1/2)
- S11 1650

1 2 (3/2)
- D13 1700

2 2 (5/2)
- D15 1675

2 3 3 (5/2)
+ F15 1680

Table 3. (Provisional) spin-orbit couplings of (n = 1) u-ua pair in the excited low-lying nucleon N* states
[20], where  Lt = Lu-ua + Ln and Jt = Jn + Ju-ua .

13.  The Excited Hyperon States

As anticipated because of the involvement of heavier quarks, the systematic in the excited
hyperon {Λ*(s), Σ∗(s), Ξ*(ss), Ω*(sss)} states gradually wane as compared with the less
circuitous excited nucleon  {N*, ∆∗} states. However, the n = 1 u-ua (or d-da) quark pair
participation in the generation of spin-orbit coupling in the shell-like model in the low excitation
energy domain seems to persist, although in somewhat  blurred measure.

It was seen in Fig. 5 that the mass increase from the ground state N(939) to the first excited state
N*( 1440) due to u-ua (or d-da) pair mass contribution is Mi = O(500 MeV). In contrast the mass
increase from Σ(1189) to Σ*(1, 385) is only Md = O(200 MeV). While Md > Mπ(140MeV),  it is
much smaller than the mass difference

Σ*(1660)  − Σ( 1189) = O(500 MeV) = Mi.
The same nonconforming mass jump of Md << Mi is also seen in the first excited states of the

Λ* and Ξ* states:

as well as
Ξ*(1530) – Ξ(1314) → Md = 216 MeV << Mi

(and possibly  Ξ*(1660) – Ξ(1324) → Μd = 336 MeV < Mi as well),        (55)
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while Ξ*(1820) – Ξ(1314) → Md = 506 MeV ≈ Mi

It is likely that these low-lying hyperon excited {Λ*(1,405), Ξ*(1530)} states, and possibly the
Ξ*(1660) state as well}, are not generated by the trapped u-ua (or d-da) pair interaction in the
n = 1 state. They may instead be generated by the excitation of the s-quark of Cs ≈ 6.9  itself into
the excited s*-quark of  Cs* ≈ 9.9 that generates an apt  mass increase of

Ms (Cs* - Cs) ≈ 73.6 x (9.9 – 6.9) MeV ≈ 220 MeV ≈ O(Md) (56)

Fig.6 The pictorial (not fully to scale) exhibition of the excited  Hyperons
Σ*(1,383 MeV) and   Ξ*(1,531 MeV)  Decays

The lightweight excited hyperon states are thus due to their s-quark excitation into the
s*-quark states in the structures of,

{Λ*(1,405; s*), Σ *(1385; s*), Ξ*(1531; s,s*) , Ξ*(1660; s*,s*)}.

The decays of the Σ *(1383;s*) → Σ(1,192; s)+ π  [also into Λ(1,115;s)+ π ]  and Ξ*(1531;s,s*)
→ Ξ(1,314; s,s) +  π  are exhibited in  Fig. 6.  Following the rotational disposition rule (see
§XII), the (provisional) spin-orbit couplings of those low-lying (n = 1) u-ua (or d-da ) pair
participating in the excited Σ * states (above those s*-quark excitation caused states) are listed in
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Table 4.  As in the Table 3, the core spin SΣ = ½  again stays disengaged (see §XII)),  the
separation of states into groups of Su-ua = 0 and 1 states being  accordingly exhibited.

LΣ

.

SΣ . (JΣ )p Su-ua . Lu-ua

.

Ju-ua

.

Lt (Jt )p MΣ
*(MeV)

1 (1/2) (1/2)+ 0 0 0 1 (1/2)+ 1660
1 1 0 (1/2) - 1750

1 (1/2)+ 1880
2 (3/2) - 1670

(3/2)+ (1/2) - 1620
(5/2) - 1775

(1/2)+ 1 1 1 2 (3/2) - 1940
2 2 3 (5/2)+ 1915

3 3 (7/2)+ 2030

Table 4. (Provisional) spin-orbit coupling of the n = 1 u-ua pair in the excited
low-lying  Σ* states [20], where Lt = Lu-ua + LΣ and Jt = JΣ + Ju-ua .

14. Summary and Conclusion

This paper shows that, while the electromagnetism arises as a linear manifestation in electron
charge “e”—both attractive and repulsive to locally shield its field—the gravity (mass) originates
as a quadratic revelation in “e2,“ explaining why the gravity is always attractive. This unifies
gravity with electromagnetism, the great Einstein's aspiration for the last 30 years of his life

The extremely feeble gravity, being dispersively long-ranged and additively superimposed has
performed the major role in helping structure the Universe. It demands (not as a hypothesis) a
gravitational (dispersion) Planck Constant, ћ*, that is equal to the Planck Energy, which is vastly
greater than the electromagnetic (dispersion) Planck Constant  ћ. This not only helps to justify the
proposed mass formulas by enabling to satisfy a sundry of interaction provisos, but also alleviates
the incompatibility between the gravitational quantum physics and General Relativity

The primary particles in the Standard Model that are presumed to acquire masses through Higgs
mechanism are not structureless entities. They have substructure, their masses evolving by the
tight congregations of compacted electron charges in a neat systemics. The one parameter
formula then can predict all primary particle masses in one-to-one agreement with the
experimental observations, unequivocally explaining how their masses can vary by over 11 orders
of magnitude from the electron neutrino to the top quark. Through simple arithmetic, the physics
also correctly prognosticates both ground and excited compound particles states—nucleons,
mesons, and hyperons—in which the quarks are trapped to exhibit the shell-model-like spin-orbit
couplings.

Based on the Hermitean-antiHermitean Symmetric Physics of the Universe, the dual   (dispersion)
Planck Constants {ћ, ћ*}  also help substantiate that the dark matter and energy are perpetually
coupling baryon ions and EM energy in the aH Universe, the physics of which is reiterated by the
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black hole phenomena. Thus, the physics in this paper can account for 100 percent mass content
of the Universe. With this tour de force, the Higgs mechanism has become redundant and
unnecessary.

It has been shown that the Universe by its formative design was not matter asymmetric. The
primary particles—quarks, leptons, {Z,W} bosons as well the 125 GeV state—that constitute the
Universe are actually made up by closely equal amount of substructure matter and antimatter in
the femtoscopic scale. In the macroscopic scale, on the other hand, the Universe did also began in
a fully matter-antimatter symmetry, the excess matter in the (visible) H Universe counterbalanced
by the same amount of excess antimatter in the (invisible) aH Universe. The remaining symmetric
matter-antimatter portion in the H Universe was annihilated in the primordial Universe, while that
in the aH Universe (in the inverted Coulomb duress) stays intact to make up the comparatively
larger dark matter (and energy) content in the Universe.

Nature has reasserted itself to be simple in essence, yet is capable of immeasurably picturesque
manifestations. This paper has initiated bracingly correct frontier physics, and unraveled the vast
spectra of formidable mysteries in many arenas of physics. The evidences are bountiful that this is
the theory in the correct track, and the author invites open-minded discussions and
corroborations of this novel development.
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